
Brewing Tips



ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS

COFFEE

HOT WATER

GRINDER

SCALE

BREWING DEVICE

FILTERS

Only buy one to two weeks of coffee at a time to ensure freshness
Store your coffee in a cool, dark, airtight container

Remember, water quality is important when brewing.
Always use fresh off the boil, between 195 - 205 F

If using multiple brewing methods, a conical grinder will give you a
greater range of grind size and the burrs will last longer

Get a scale that can read both grams and ounces.  This helps with
consistancy, precision, and experimentation

The following pages will help in choosing the right
brewing device for you!

Use proper �lter for each brewing device



BREWING PRACTICES

ADVANCING YOUR BREW

Always freshly grind your coffee before brewing

If preparing hot coffee, be sure that you preheat your cup in
order to keep your coffee hot when serving

When using the paper �lter, pre-rinse with plenty of hot water to rid �lter 
of paper taste.  Doing this in the dripper will simultaneously preheat dripper, 
ensuring proper brewing temperature

Invest in a good spouted kettle that helps with controlled pouring

Whenever you add water to your grounds, be consistent
for the method

Use a timer when brewing to ensure that you have a proper
extraction time

Serve immediately

Be sure to clean your equipment on a regular basis

Each cup has its own individual characteristics which may be adjusted to
achieve optimal �avor. These are the parameters to experiment with:

DOSE - When modifying your dose as a variable it is important to take into 
account the impact it will have on brew time which affects your strength.

GRIND SIZE - It’s all time related. Grind size creates the surface area 
needed for coffee and water to interact.

TIME - Our goal is to stop the brew at just the right time, the time when the 
good �avors have dissolved and the bad �avors have been left behind.

COFFEE - Each coffee will react differently. Experiment, Document, 
Taste, and Enjoy!
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